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Notes/Summary :

- Two goals
- Determine modalities for the stocktake

- Occuring at SBSTA 56
- Strengthen the NWP to address knowledge gaps

- Two pre-session documents
- Both annual progress reports (2020 and 2021)

- Overview of Progress
- Focus of the work

- Addressing knowledge needs of Parties, mainly developing countries
- Co-curate, refine, share, and close knowledge gaps
- Support the LEG in assisting LDCs
- Collaborate with constituted bodies

- Thematic areas
- Forests and grassland
- Oceans and coastal areas
- Agriculture and food security

- Lima Adaptation Knowledge Initiative
- Prioritize and close knowledge gaps for target knowledge users in

countries and subregions
- Elements for inputs for the modalities of the stocktake

- Trinidad and Tobago is the first to offer input
- Thought June session was very good

- Thinks it would be useful to use that note to continue discussions
- Suggestions for guiding questions

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/NWP_inf.note__1.pdf


- How have institutional modalities contributed based on adaptation
plans?

- What resources have been made available?
- What are the needs, gaps, and challenges of these modalities?
- What are the lessons learned?
- How have these lessons contributed to filling knowledge gaps?

- United States
- Support statements by AOSIS
- Wants a question about supporting Constituted Bodies and how the NWP

supports their fulfillment of the Paris Agreement
- EU

- Additional suggestions
- The stocktake should reflect on the output of the NWP

- Effectiveness of procedures
- Inclusiveness of meetings

- Participation
- It should also focus on the outcomes of impacts

- Lessons learned
- Feedback from experience

- It wants a transparent process
- Gabon

- On behalf of the African Group
- Wants to use  the informal note from June as the basis for discussion
- Wants time for more interaction with bloc to flush out discussion on

modalities
- Norway

- Reaffirms European Union’s focus on outputs
- How can we improve the dissemination and uptake of knowledge

products?
- Survey indicated that products are not used to full potential

- Saudi Arabia
- Speaks for like-minded developing countries
- Notes how adaptation needs support through finance, tech transfer, and

capacity building
- Dominican Republic

- Wants statistics on knowledge products per thematic area
- Prioritization of capacity building

- Wants to consider COVID-19 impacts on the program
- China



- Review should include feedback and opinions from different audiences
- Governmental feedback
- Institute feedback
- Involve more stakeholders and get their opinion

- Wants to consider the results and progress from analysis of three aspects
- Finance
- Technology
- Capacity building
- Wants to look at specific gaps for each item

- Costa Rica
- Advocates for AILAC
- Reminds that scope and objective are important

- Does not want to oversize
- Wants to decide strategically how to use limited resources for

stocktake
- Wants to clarify the resources used for the stocktake

- Submissions by parties
- Progress reports by the Secretariat

- Chair to compile info to revise the informal note from June
- Will be used in future sessions to guide discussion
- Future considerations on actual language for the draft

- Proposed next steps from the chair
- Further views and concrete inputs for next session

- Continued interventions on modalities
- Feedback on progress since SBSTA 50
- Feedback on work plan
- Guidance on strengthening the NWP

- Second consultation
- Tomorrow 16:45-17:45

Take Away:

- Conversation focused solely on modalities
- Lots of conversation concerning guiding questions

- Countries seem to all be on the same page about adhering to progress made in June
- Relying on the informal note

- Some countries want to include information concerning finance, technology
development, and capacity building

- Special mentions from Saudi Arabia and China



- Costa Rica warns to try to keep modalities and key questions in the scope of the
NWP

- Regardless, most countries appear to be on the same page as far as guiding questions
- Focused on:

- Effectiveness of outputs and impacts
- Use of resources
- What are the knowledge gaps and how is the NWP closing them?


